Food & Beverage Supervisor
The Steigenberger Airport Hotel Amsterdam is looking for enthusiastic, passionate new
colleagues! Are you a valuable asset to our hotel and interested in a function at the
Steigenberger Airport Hotel Amsterdam? Read the job offer below!
Our company
Steigenberger Airport Hotel Amsterdam is a unique business hotel with 440 luxurious rooms.
The hotel is located right next to the Amsterdamse Bos and only 10 minutes away from
Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. There is a free shuttle connection to the airport. In the middle of
the non-flying zone the hotel has a quiet location and is the ideal place for our guests to unwind.
Guest satisfaction, continuity and innovation are the most important pillars for us. The
Steigenberger Airport Hotel Amsterdam is known for its extensive and modern meeting facilities,
the unique bar concept of our Sports & Media Bar, the atmospheric a la carte restaurant
'Trattoria' and the personal service of our employees.
We offer varied work in a dynamic environment with a 'Schiphol vibe'. Would you like to
contribute to the success of the Steigenberger Airport Hotel? Then come work with us! We offer
diversity, many career opportunities and a young & driven team.
Deutsche Hospitality expands in the Netherlands! In January 2015 we opened an InterCity Hotel
in Enschede and in the future an InterCityHotel will be opened in Rotterdam. In November 2015
we opened Jaz Amsterdam, a brand new hotel right next to the Ziggo Dome with a unique view
of the Amsterdam Arena.
The function
For our F&B team we are looking for a proactive and passionate F&B Supervisor for our Patio
Restaurant and Italian Trattoria, the intern name is Trainer/Coach. Together with two colleague
Trainer/Coaches you are responsible for executing the personnel policy within your department
and for a well running F&B operation. Transforming issues into solutions and actions is valuable
to you. You can constantly be found on the work floor and busy with quality improvements, just
as providing more efficient working methods and procedures. You are also responsible for
instructing your employees and trainees, in which you function mostly as coach, but are also
capable to act decisive when needed. You are accountable to the Senior Assistant F&B
Manager and the F&B Manager.
Moreover you are also responsible for:
 Evaluating and stimulating your employees, conducting appraisals and making
development agreements;
 Introducing and accompanying the (new) employees;
 Maintaining Arbo-hygiene and safety prescriptions (HACCP, personal safety precautions
etc.);
 Composing shift- and attendance schedules and arranging leave of absence and
preventive disease policy;





Correctly and hospitably speaking to guests. Checking for guest satisfaction and tactful
handling of complaints;
Composing, securing and trusting department goals;
Contributing to the department from own professional discipline, at department
consultation or other meetings.

Who are you?
You are an enthusiastic, motivating and stimulating factor in the team. You have excellent
communicative skills and a true hands-on mentality and sense of responsibility, Training and
coaching employees is your passion! Moreover, you meet the following job-requirements:




Minimum MBO work and thinking level, finished MHS education degree or comparable is
a pre;
Minimum 2 years of experience in a leading position in F&B, preferably in the Hotel
Business;
Knowledge of Micros, Microsoft Office and controlling the Dutch and English language,
both written and spoken (German is a pre)

Did you know?
 We provide an international stage, full of space to develop yourself?
 We take good care of our employees and provide a collegial and professional work environment.
 You receive an employee discount at other Steigenberger Hotels all around the globe?
 You can give your family and friends a discount as well?
 We provide many more secondary conditions of employment such as collective discount at
health insurers, discount at our Lifestyle Club & Active Spa and compensation for you travel
expenses?
Interested?
Apply now and send your resume with motivation to:
Steigenberger Airport Hotel Amsterdam
attn..: Astrid Braun
Stationsplein ZW 951
1117 CE Schiphol Oost, Noord- Holland
E-mail: career.airporthotel-amsterdam@steigenberger.com
Telephone: 020-5400870
For more information, access our website:
Website: http://en.steigenberger.com

